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The Importance
of Writing Badly

Bruce Ballenger
Boise State University

In my course evaluations, in classes ranging from freshman English to advanced
nonfiction, one of the more common comments is that “Professor Ballenger
taught me to write badly.” It is intended as a compliment. I take it as one. It is
the same thing I might have said nearly twenty years ago after finishing my
first course, a graduate seminar in nonfiction writing, with Donald Murray. Don
taught me (and continues to teach me) many things, but the importance of writ-
ing badly is the idea I most took to heart. It changed my writing forever.

Of course, I don’t mean that I try to write badly but that I have learned to
create the conditions that make it possible to write badly without feeling badly
about it. More to the point, though, is that giving myself permission to write
badly makes it much more likely that I will write what I don’t expect to write,
and that from those surprises will come some of my best writing. Writing badly
is also a convenient alternative to staring off into space waiting for inspiration, a
habit many of my students seem to like. As a result, they don’t get much work
done. I’ve removed the excuse that “I just wasn’t in the mood” from my own writ-
ing process and I want to remove it from my students’ writing processes as well.

There are several conditions that make it possible for me to write badly.
One is that I have learned to write fast enough to outrun my internal critic; that
is the gift of freewriting. The other condition is that I need to be able to culti-
vate the illusion that the only audience for my writing is me. I know, in theory,
that this is difficult to do, that to some extent all writing is performance, and
that a writer always invents a reader, even if that reader is the self. But I’m all
in favor of serviceable illusions, and that I can write solely for this self seated
in this chair and that the writing will be more “honest” because this is a self I
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don’t need to impress, well, that is an illusion I find helpful. The journal makes
this possible.

One reason that I never collect student journals is that I don’t want to shat-
ter that illusion that the writer can be his or her only audience. (After the mid-
term, I also make journals optional because no matter how infatuated I am with
my own methods they simply may not work for some writers.) I’ve had many,
many journals over the years and the only thing that made them finally work
for me was the absolute freedom to write absolute crap. When I sit down to write
in the journal I never feel compelled to know what I want to say before I say it.
I never apologize to myself for blathering on, saying stupid things and asking
stupid questions because I know that if I have faith in the process even the most
dung-littered trail may lead to surprise.

I’ve taught the importance of writing badly for some time now, and I find
that many students embrace the idea, discovering a new way to think through
writing in situations where they want to discover what they think. (Writing badly
is far less useful when you already know what you want to say; in that case, an
outline might do.) But I’ve often been disappointed that students seem to ignore
the approach when faced with one of the more common academic writing as-
signments– the research paper. I’m not sure why. Perhaps the default program
for the research paper is so powerful that when faced with the assignment stu-
dents fall back on what they know: be objective, take prodigious notes on cards
(but don’t explore what the notes mean through writing), dream up a thesis be-
fore you start, hunt for examples that support your point of view and ignore those
that don’t, and generally avoid anything that complicates the steady march to-
ward a conclusion. Or perhaps students didn’t make the connection between bad
writing and research papers because all of my examples of how bad writing can
lead to good writing came from personal essays. What follows is my attempt to
remedy that.

Like a lot of people in my profession, I proposed a conference paper well
before I wrote it. This year, I offered to talk at the Conference on College Com-
position and Communication (CCCC) about how use of the Web is changing
how students do research and how they think about it. Though I wrote a para-
graph abstract describing what I wanted to do, I really had no idea what I wanted
to say. What follows is the essay I will present to the CCCC next spring, and
then, working backwards in the process, the journal work from which the essay
emerged. I’ve decided to spare you all of the bad writing that helped inform and
shape the essay, but I’ve included some key pages so you can see the tethers
between the finished piece and the raw writing that preceded it, as well as the
bad writing that helped move the essay along when it got stuck. I tried to use
many of the invention, note-taking, and rehearsing strategies that are typically
part of my journal-writing process when I compose a researched essay. These
are briefly described in annotations on the very journal page where I used the
techniques.
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Don Murray, extolling the virtues of process-based writing instruction,
once said that you “can’t infer a pig from the sausage.” Here’s the sausage, an es-
say titled “A Net Full of Nothing?” Later, I invite you to look over my shoulder
to see how it was made.

A Net Full of Nothing?1

Some search engine poetry:2

What is my last name?
gardening gloves
Mariah AND Carey AND me
dirt bag

Where is the best place to get laid in Milwaukee, WI?
display cases
neo geo roms
PITBULL KENNALS

At least it seemed like poetry to me, as I watched the words and phrases
scroll by in “Excite Search Voyeur,” a window on the queries that are being
entered at any moment on the Excite search engine. I was spying, wondering
what nets distant strangers were casting into cyberspace and trying to imagine
what they hoped to pull in. Every once in awhile, a query would cross the
screen that smelled like homework—“What is the definition of Hare Krishna?”
or “�baseball �1920s �history” or “youth knowledge about AIDs”—and I
pictured that hopeful fisher of the Web, sitting in a university computer lab or
in a darkened apartment on Thirteenth Street or perhaps the second-floor bed-
room of a parent’s house, hoping to haul in a bounty to fulfill some urgent re-
search assignment.

I guessed that it mostly wasn’t going well. Many of the queries were mis-
spelled (“New York arcitecture”) or were too general (�religion), and though
it seemed as if many of these researchers were futile Santiagos after a big fish
in an ocean full of minnows, I couldn’t tear myself away. It wasn’t simple curi-
osity about the sometimes odd things people wanted to know (“When does poi-
son ivy die?”). No, it was the thought of people across the country hurling words
and phrases into cyberspace, one after another in a kind of linguistic free-for-
all— that was what appealed to me. I saw a hunger to know that I long to see in
my students and don’t see often enough.

But were these Internet searchers wasting their time?
According to a recent study published in Nature, there are at least 800 mil-

lion pages on the Web that can be indexed. Researchers say that number will
double in a year. The vast majority of the information (83%) is commercial,
and only 6% is scientific or educational. What this means is that when my first-
year college writing students go online to find material for next week’s research
essay, most of what will turn up will have little value for an academic research
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paper. Some of the most promising documents will likely be part of the vast
“invisible Web,” the roughly 60 percent of the World Wide Web that is unreach-
able by conventional search engines like Yahoo! or Northernlight.com.

But even if trolling the Internet produces the big fish, critics of using the
Web for student research worry that it “makes research too easy,” encourag-
ing cut-and-paste jobs that preclude a thoughtful analysis of the information.
“Screen after screen shows you where you can find out more, how you can con-
nect to this place and that,” writes David Rothenberg. “The acts of linking and
networking and randomly jumping here to there become as exciting or reward-
ing as actually finding anything of intellectual value” (A44). He argues that the
research papers that result from this frenetic and haphazard search through cy-
berspace characteristically lack any “in-depth” treatment of their subjects, sub-
stituting instead glitzy graphics and unattributed quotes.

Granted, there’s a lot of information out there on the Web, critics won-
der whether students distinguish between information and knowledge on the
Web, between isolated fragments of information and information put to work
in the service of an idea or claim. “Schooling is not about information,” says
Yale computer science professor David Gelernter, “It’s getting kids to think
about information. It’s about understanding knowledge and wisdom” (qtd. in
Oppenheimer 22). What the Web seems to do is strip the context from much
information, making it difficult to evaluate against what has been said before
about the topic, who said it, and whether that might be a person worth listening
to.3 Web documents typically lack the usual markers of how their information
fits into a body of knowledge about a subject, things like a bibliography or even
an author’s name. Few are peer reviewed. And since students can enter a Web
document anywhere, they may miss the crucial review of the literature or sum-
mary of the current conversation about a topic typically found in the beginning
of an academic essay.

In contrast, when information is seen as part of the structure of what
is known and what might be said, then the information becomes a part of 
knowledge-making. Giving students a taste of what it means to be knowers,
rather than mere reporters about what’s known, has been a project of mine as a
teacher and a scholar for some time. That has led me away from teaching the
conventional research paper and toward the researched essay as an introduction
to academic inquiry. Now it appears that the Internet may undermine the effort.
Or does it?

I recently asked my students what they thought about the Web.4 In a brief
survey I asked thirty-two students—half in an English composition class, and
the other half in an upper-division literature class—how often they turned to
the Internet as a source for term papers and how much they trusted what they
found there. By and large, the results demonstrated that most of my students—
from freshman to senior—are sober about the Internet’s limitations. The vast
majority of students reported that they trust Internet information only “some”
and would prefer to read the same article in print rather than online. When asked
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to use an analogy to describe their Internet fishing expeditions, half the students
offered a negative comparison. It’s like “being in a foreign country with no map
and the road signs are in Taiwanese,” wrote one student. Another compared In-
ternet searching to “trying to move through rush hour traffic, sometimes fast
bursts of speed but usually tedious and halting.” I should add that students are
no more enthusiastic about library searches, but at least my students don’t seem
to be suffering from Internet seduction.

Paradoxically, the major weaknesses of the Internet for academic research–
its unreliability, disorganization, and fragmentation of information and texts–
may represent its greatest virtues to writing teachers who assign research pa-
pers.5 The Web document is many things that the journal article is not, but some
of these differences work to support the things I want my students to under-
stand about knowledge and authority in academic inquiry.

In a fascinating look at hypertext and critical theory, George Landow notes
that readers of Web documents can choose a path through the material based on
their own interests. This sense of purpose is often missing when my students
encounter library materials, particularly books and other more lengthy treat-
ments that are structured to be read in a linear way. Navigating her way through
a hypertext, following promising links back and forth, the student writer is con-
stantly measuring her sense of what the research question demands against the
information she encounters. And while she does this, it becomes apparent not
only that documents are linked but that ideas and even disciplines are linked,
too. Landow notes that the hypertext document is a “borderless text” (78), one
that a reader may enter anywhere and that is also connected to other texts, other
writers. This connection is often implicit in a print document through attribu-
tion and citation, but on the Web these connections are literally alive. A mouse
click may take a reader from the Alzheimer’s Disease Education and Referral
Center to a National Institute of Aging study on memory loss to a Washington
Post article on a new genetic finding related to the disease. If college students
report that their university experience does not help them to see how the knowl-
edge they gain in one class relates to another, as the recent Boyer Commission
study suggested, then the Web may offer a useful glimpse at the connections
between disciplines, information, and knowledge.

Students seem to recognize that Web information is unreliable.6 This is
good, too, because it creates a new teaching opportunity to raise the questions
about what makes a source authoritative, questions that we have been raising
for years about library material but which never seemed as compelling or in-
teresting as they are now with the wonderfully complicated rhetoric of the Web
page. Students have to reckon with the seduction of graphics, the sophisticated
persuasion strategies of commercial interests, and the fragmentation of texts,
which makes it more difficult to assess the full weight of a writer’s reasoning.
Even more exciting, students can initiate conversations with the authors of Web
documents and ask them the questions that will help to establish the authority
of the work.
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I don’t think most of my students think that the Internet makes research
easier. It makes research more convenient, and that’s why students’ first instinct
these days is to pull up a chair in front of a monitor rather than journey into
the stacks. For the foreseeable future, the campus library will remain the best
place to cast a net for term paper sources, but I’m coming around to seeing that
the Web may be an even better place to practice how to evaluate their catch.
Can the Internet’s weaknesses as a source of knowledge tutor students in the op-
portunities for knowledge-making? I’m not sure yet. But as those search
queries scroll past me tonight— one after another in an endless stream—I sense
that there is something here I can surely tap.7 After all, inquiry begins with
questions and a reaching out into the world in search of answers. More than any-
thing I’ve seen in years, the Web seems to inspire such a gesture—and when you
least expect it, perhaps a little poetry, too.8

Notes
1. The title came from a brainstorm list. It was the last thing I did in the journal.

(See note 11.)

2. This “lead” was the best of four I rehearsed in the journal. It was also the first
I tried. (See note 9.)

3. This idea and even the language surfaced in a fastwrite a week or so after I be-
gan working out the essay in the journal. (See note 10.)

4. The idea to survey my students’ attitudes toward the Web emerged from my
first fastwrite. A week later I worked out some of the details of the survey instrument in
the journal. (See note 7.)

5. I wrote my way to this idea in an exploratory response to Rothenberg’s “How
the Web Destroys the Quality of Students’ Research Papers.” My conclusion here is in
opposition to what Rothenberg argued in his essay.

6. This is an insight I gained from my survey.

7. My notes from that night of “spying” on search queries are reproduced on
journal pages 3060 and 3061.

8. I also rehearsed the ending to the essay in my journal, playing with lines and
words until I got it right.
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* * *
On October 22 I began writing “A Net Full of Nothing?” in my journal. I

had no clear idea what I wanted to say about the Web and student research pa-
pers—just a tentative title (not the one I ended with) and a short abstract, both
required by the CCCC as part of the proposal. Nine days and twenty-seven jour-
nal pages later I knew enough to write the draft you just read. What follows are
the twisted trails I followed in my journal. Each day I began with the same ex-
pectation that keeps me reading any good story—the desire to find out what’s
going to happen.
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How to begin? Anywhere. “First thoughts” is an open-ended fastwrite, an attempt
to discover what I might want to do in the piece. Pretty quickly I learn that
I’m interested in the “less obvious implications of knowledge . . . that is so freely
available in electronic form and what that means about the way students think
about information and the making of knowledge,” This is an idea I keep returning
to during the next nine days; I already sense that it’s important and underline
the passage. How did I know? Because I wrote what I didn’t expect to write. 
I am always alert to surprise in my bad writing, the things that tell me what I
didn’t know I knew. 
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94 Bruce Ballenger

Three episodes of fastwriting on October 22 generated several useful ideas, includ-
ing a plan to survey students on their attitudes towards Web information. I ended 
that day with quick notes from my observation of “Excite Search Voyeur”—a 
window on the queries from all over the world that are being entered into Excite’s 
search engine at that moment. I began making the list here of the queries as they 
scrolled by. These are later incorporated in the lead of my essay. 
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As I madly jotted down the search queries as they scrolled by, the words and
questions begin to collide in interesting ways. “I see poetry here,” I see myself
say.

October 23 begins anxiously. “I’m struggling with this,” I write. Questions often
help drive my fastwriting in new directions. Here I make a fast list of them, trying
to find one that will tell me what I want to know.
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96 Bruce Ballenger

My list of questions yesterday made it clear that I need to begin reading. I wanted
to know things I was sure other people had thought about. On the 24th—the second
day into the writing—I read a recent article called “The Computer Delusion” and
used  Ann Berthoff 's double-entry journal method to explore my thoughts. On the
left, I cull ideas, facts, or quotes from the article. On the right, I think through 
writing about what they might mean. It’s a dialectical process. It's also an amaz-
ingly active way to read. 
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After a day of reading and exploratory writing, I felt ready to do a focused fastwrite,
trying to refine my ideas about what I might want to say. I found myself writing 
about one of the texts I’d read, trying to work through the idea that Web documents
are “borderless texts” which give readers more control than printed materials over 
the path of investigation. Towards the bottom of the page, I try to push these ideas
into the context of teaching research writing to discover what they might mean for
my project. The journal allows me to suspend judgment and explore ambiguities, 
take an idea and turn it this way and that, in turn play the “believing game” and the
“doubting game.” That way, I get closer to the truth of what I feel and what I think.
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98 Bruce Ballenger

I decided to follow through on an idea to survey students about how much they 
use  the Web for research and how much they trust Web content. Here I’m work-
ing out some of the questions. Virtually all of them, worded somewhat differently,
ended up in a survey instrument I developed. It was the sketch here that convinced 
me it was a good idea.
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Eight days after I began, I’m closing in on what I want to say? It’s a question I re-
peatedly ask myself in writing until I’m finally satisfied with the answer.

I sense it’s time to begin composing openings to the essay. I like rehearsing multiple
leads because each suggests a different path into the material, a different tone, a 
different relationship between writer and subject. I composed four leads, but finally
it was the first I chose to begin the piece. Why? I simply liked the “search engine
poetry” idea, and wanted to see what would happen if I followed it.
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Too often we give students the impression that journal work is mostly useful as a 
prewriting strategy. I often find it just as helpful in the middle of the process when 
the wheel rolls into a rut and I can’t seem to push it out. That’s what happened on 
the 31st, several pages into the draft. In the past I might have cursed, kicked a tire 
and walked away. But I’ve learned to trust that I can get things rolling again by re-
turning to the journal to talk to myself through writing about what I seem to want 
to say in a draft.
        The turning point here occurred several minutes into the fastwrite, as I began to
write about the distinction between knowledge information as a matter of context.
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The last step for me is to brainstorm titles. I rarely know right away what the title
should be. Sometimes my list of possibilities is a page long. This time I find it
quickly, and recognize immediately it’s the right title. It asks a question that sug-
gests my purpose, it’s simple, and it introduces the metaphor that helps bind the
essay together. There’s something deeply satisfying about finding a title at this 
point; it’s a way of honoring the things I’ve discovered, the insights I’ve earned.
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